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Living in the city isolates us from the natural world. Built environments are 
barriers to greenery, fresh air, sea breezes and sunlight. Skyscrapers soar 
above us instead of trees, while laneway stench emanates from the city grid. 
Bio-accessories is a series of wearable couture jewelry which mask the 
unpleasant sights, sounds and scents of the city in an attempt to bring some 
of the natural world back into civil living. 

Each piece of Bio-accessories incorporates a living organism to accompany 
the wearer throughout their day, creating a symbiotic relationship. The human 
tends to the animal or plant, which reciprocates by bringing fresh air, light, 
greenery, privacy or birdsong to the wearer. The pieces are representative of 
mobile natural environments, framed within a fashionable alternative – the 
couture accessory. With a trend towards boutique individuality, Bio-
accessories provide an unusual take on the wearable garment. 

Bio-accessories is an experimental speculation of responsive, functional, 
fashionable and emotional craft within a city living context. 

Bio-accessories will show as part of Craft Victoria’s Craft cubed – exhibiting at 
the City Library for the month of August. 

This project is a collaboration between two young industrial design/crafts-
people; Brittany Veitch and Ben Landau. 

Brittany Veitch is a Melbourne based felt and soft sculpture artist. In late 2007, 
Brittany created The Vibrant City to incubate ideas and give a home to an 
ever-increasing collection of handsewn curios. Brittany makes designer toys 
and soft sculpture, influenced by macabre and kooky humour, using 
handmade felt and vintage fabrics. A self-taught textile enthusiast, Brittany’s 
interest in working with natural fibres stems from her family’s Alpaca farm. 
Brittany is a Toymaker at heart with a love for all things fabric, the tragically 
cute and Cribbage. 

Ben Landau is a young designer working in experimental, exhibition, event and 
theatre design. He creates unique experiences for users and audiences – from 
delightful puppet encounters to informative exhibitions and engaging theatre 
pieces. Ben works from the perspective of the user, to understand how to best 
inform, connect with or entertain them. He hopes to travel and work with 
creative companies of various disciplines, in Australia and abroad. 

For more information visit www.bio-accessories.com or email 
info@benlandau.com 

 


